
 

    

CAPSULE 360 

Camera Motion Box 

Product Design for MIOPS 

 

Capsule360 is a smart motion box that combines multiple operating modes in a single unit. It has 3-Axis 
Motion capability with SLIDE, PAN and TILT moves. Capsule360 also offers Smart Object Tracking, Enhanced 
Time-Lapse Modes, 360° Product Photography, Star Tracking for Astrophotography, Panorama and much 
more.  

 

Capsule360 is compatible with all kind of video devices such as smartphones, action cameras, and SLR or 
Mirrorless Cameras serving advanced video and time lapse motion modes.

https://www.mordagdesign.com/
https://www.mordagdesign.com/transfer/PR/mordagdesign_OfficialVideo.mp4
https://youtu.be/IK4ZAKxVgpk


 

3-Axis Motion for Smartphone, DSLR and Mirror-lens. Capsule360 has a compact and unique design that 
allows you to create Pan, Tilt and Slide moves easily. On top of that, all 2 axis movements such as Pan-Tilt, 
Pan-Slide, Tilt-Slide and even 3-axis motion by combining all together is also possible. You can coordinate 
up to three Capsule360 units right from your smartphone to create multiple axis movements.  

 

 

 

 

 

Smart Tracking, Face Recognition and Object Tracking. Capsule360 benefits from the capabilities of your 
smartphone to the fullest. It can track an object with a single touch on your phone. Just start the app and 
mark the object you want to track on the screen. Capsule360 will take care of the rest. Vloggers will just love 
this feature. 



 

 

Wireless and Easy to use 360 degrees Product Photography. Imagine you need to take the 360° photos of 
an item. It is just a hassle to rotate the item precisely to take all those pictures. You need to keep the same 
angle between each picture to get a smooth transition effect also you should not move the object at all. 
Capsule360 turns the whole process into a few touches on your smartphone. Just tell Capsule360 how 
many pictures you want to take. Capsule360 will rotate the turntable accordingly and it will also trigger the 
camera to capture smooth and quick 360° photos. 
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